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Highlighted below are the legal issues surrounding patents, contracts and 

liabilities that I feel Dev should discuss with our company lawyers at 

Bright & Co. A brief contextual overview as well as the reasons why I think 

these issues should be addressed has been included. 

 

A Patent for the precise chemical make up of our innovative adhesive 

product, DuraFix Resin. I feel a patent is necessary as the product is used 

in the commercial construction trade and it will prevent third parties from 

stealing what sets us apart. A patent is a form of intellectual property 

which can act as an obstacle to competitors, help secure investment and is 

tied to a myriad of advantages once obtained. You will need to discuss the 

description, drawings and claims with the lawyers so that they can assist 

us in patent filing. 

 

Allan’s –Misrepresentation and remedies 
During the prototyping phase of DuraFix Resin, we were in initial 

discussions with numerous DIY outlets. In particular, Allan’s, a 

nationwide chain of DIY stores showed keen interest in entering into an 

agreement with us. However, they were skeptical of our ability to supply 

DuraFix Resin to all of their 130 outlets. In order to ‘‘allay their concerns’’ 

about us meeting their demand, you mentioned to Richard Rowley at 

Allan’s that we were on the verge of signing a contract for a huge 

manufacturing plant in Slough. After Richard called to confirm this, you 

were yet to sign the contract. If this induced Allan’s to enter into a contract 

but did not form a part of it, then you should bring this up with our 

lawyers. 
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If you have spoken of the manufacturing plant contract, knowing that it is 

non-existant, only to prevent Allan’s from walking away, then this could be 

a case of fraudulent misrepresentation and the caused damages 

cannot be limited/capped by the contract.  

If you have honestly spoken about the plant contract with no knowledge of 

its future and if it does not go through, then innocent 
misrepresentation arises where the general remedy is contract 

rescission. 

 

Azure – Requirements for a Contract  

We made a statement of willingness to Christophe, that we would supply 

DuraFix Resin to his company, Azure. This agreement had been informally 

discussed with Christophe during your weekly coffee catch –ups, after 

which we have supplied Azure with 100 bottles of DuraFix Resin every 

week. This infers that the first two requirements of a contract (an offer 

being made and accepted) have been met. I encourage you to discuss the 

next two requirements (an intention to be legally bound and the respective 

considerations) to formalize the agreement. 

 

We, DuraCom Ltd signed a contract with Top Tracks Limited to supply 

DuraFix Resin for High Speed 3 (HS3). Top Tracks Limited, who are 

commissioned by Westworks Rail, also subcontracted the 

provision of some of the construction staff and the structural adhesive 

resin to us. 

During the down tooling, Goldie Gate, a DuraCom employee, forgot to 

read the storage instructions for the special resin which mentioned that 
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the resin should not be stored in an environment less than 10 degrees 

centigrade. DuraCom did make sure that the correct storage instructions 

were explicitly described, however, our employee mistakenly overlooked 

this (Goldie may be personally partly liable). This resin was used to secure 

the concrete sections of the bridge, which could have led to the train 

derailing on the HS3 during the storm. This is a case of vicarious 
liability, where we as employers, who benefit from our employees work, 

who advocate high standards of safety and who are responsible for 

supervising their work, are liable for their actions.  

A breach of contract may be present with respect to express term 4, where 

DuraCom agrees to supply one specialist member of staff to assist with the 

application of the product. The breach in the form of professional 
negligence exists if Goldie Gate did not notice that anything was wrong 

with the inappropriately resin stored if she was trained to do so. This also 

could be vicarious liability due to inappropriate/inadequate training 

provided to the DurcaCom employee that resulted in the specialist not 

carrying out the application properly.  

Now, after the train derailment, Westworks rail spent £1.35 milllion to 

repair the bridge and lost £450,000 in profits. As we have no contractual 

relationship with Westworks rails, if it is found after the investigation that 

our resin was what led to the abutments of the bridge coming loose then, 

we are only liable to cover ‘not too remote’ damages. It should be clarified 

whether there is an existent collateral warranty, which creates a 

contractual link between Westworks and us.  
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Overall, the legal issues with respect to intellectual property, vicarious 

liability, professional negligence, contracts and misinterpretation should 

be discussed and the follow up formalities should be dealt with. 

  


